
 

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE   

SCP AUCTIONS’ UNEARTHS A HONUS WAGNER T206 CARD ALONG 

WITH MORE THAN 3,500 OTHER T206 CARDS 

Incredible Collection of T206 Cards to be featured in Company’s Online                 

Fall Auction Starting in Mid-November 

Laguna Niguel, Calif. (August 5, 2014) – SCP Auctions’ is proud to announce that company principals’ 

David Kohler and Dan Imler secured last week an astounding collection of more than 3,500 T206 Cards 

from a private collector living in the northeast whose lineup included the incomparable Honus Wagner 

T206, which was graded by Professional Sports Authenticator (PSA) on site at the 35th Annual National 

Sports Collectors Convention (NSCC) in Cleveland. "The Chesapeake Wagner" was on display all four 

days at the SCP Auctions booth at the Cleveland International Exposition Center. 

“Unveiling a fresh T206 Honus Wagner card is a dream scenario for any hobby professional,” said SCP 

Auctions Vice President Dan Imler.  “And to have it be a part of such an immense and diverse find of 

previously unknown T206s, makes this one of the most exciting tobacco card finds in recent years.” 

In addition to this largely unknown specimen of the hobby's most legendary card, this astounding hoard 

of more than 3,500 raw T206's from 1909 to 1911 includes Eddie Plank as well as multiples of rarities 

such as Sherry Magie, Ray Demmitt, Bill O'Hara and others. Dozens each of Hall of Famers such as Ty 

Cobb, Christy Mathewson, Cy Young, Walter Johnson, et al are represented, including more than 50 

different Cobbs. Rare backs and print variations abound. These cards will be featured as part of SCP 

Auctions’ Fall 2014 Premier auction.  

About SCP Auctions 

SCP Auctions, Inc. has been a leader in brokering and auctions of important sports memorabilia and 

cards since 1979. The southern California based firm conducts online auctions throughout the year, 

highlighted by their Premier Auctions in the spring and fall. SCP Auctions has handled some of the most 

significant individual items and prominent collections in their field, such as the record-setting sale of the 

earliest known jersey worn by New York Yankees legend Babe Ruth ($4.4 million) the famed T206 Honus 

Wagner baseball card ($2.8 million) and Babe Ruth’s bat used to hit the first home run in Yankee Stadium 

($1.3 million). Interested bidders can call (800) 350-2273 or visit SCP Auctions online at 

www.SCPAuctions.com for more information on how to participate.   
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